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Abstract 

 The mechanical properties of titanium alloys result from their complex multi-scale microstructural 

features, including micron scale precipitates and millimeter scale microtextured regions (MTRs). While 

previous investigations have revealed that the presence of mm-scale MTRs can degrade mechanical 

properties, particularly fatigue, the accompanying strain localization processes that operate at the microscale 

within the α grains in MTRs are not well understood. The present work is a mechanistic investigation of 

MTRs using crystal plasticity simulations of mm3-scale experimentally captured and synthetically generated 

3D microstructure datasets. The explicit modeling of both the α grains and MTRs in Ti-6Al-4V enables 

assessment of the effect microtexture and local structure variations within the MTR on overall deformation 

behavior and the onset of plastic slip in MTRs. The presence of MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation 

results in both stress and plastic strain hotspots during the early stages of straining. Crystal plasticity 

predictions are compared to previous digital image correlation studies on early strain localization. The 

influence of MTRs on the local stress and strain fields is discussed with regard to the monotonic tension, 
fatigue and dwell-fatigue behavior of titanium alloys. 
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1. Introduction 

 The mechanical properties of α/β titanium alloys can be tailored for a wide range of applications 

depending on the processing pathway. Typically, processing routes tune microstructural features such as the 

type of microstructure, the size and morphology of precipitates, and texture [1]. Fatigue performance is 

critical for aero-engine applications since the loading is cyclic in nature and is highly sensitive to the 

microstructure including the size and shape of alpha precipitates and the volume fraction of primary alpha 
phase [2]. 

 For example, poor resistance to fatigue crack nucleation was previously reported for fully lamellar 

microstructures. A long effective slip length results from the beta layers that separate the alpha platelets and 

are soft barriers to dislocations glide [3]. Conversely, equiaxed or bi-modal microstructures often exhibit a 

higher resistance to crack nucleation due to a reduced slip length that is approximately equal to the α grain 

size. However, recent studies highlighted that the presence of micro-textured regions (MTRs), which result 

from the α/β processing step could have a major effect on the effective slip length [4,5]. These band-like 

regions with sharp textures can contain α grains with preferred orientations that favor the occurrence of 

long range slip localization [6,7]. Indeed, the occurrence of slip transfer across low angle grain boundaries 

in Ti-6Al-4V has been reported recently [8]. The consequential increase in effective slip length, which is set 
by the size of the MTRs, is expected to have a detrimental effect on the fatigue performance [2]. 

 Dwell-fatigue crack growth is observed to accelerate in MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation 

[9], which is believed to significantly contribute to the cold dwell fatigue life debit that occurs if a load hold 
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at maximum stress is introduced during cycling [10]. The minimal retardation of small fatigue crack growth 

in these MTRs was also considered in order to understand why a given crack would become the dominant 

crack, causing specimen failure [11] as well as fatigue life discrepancies [12]. Cracks have also been shown 

to preferentially nucleate within MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation during fatigue [13–15] and 

dwell-fatigue [16] loadings. In order to obtain a mechanistic understanding, simulations of the deformation 

behavior of idealized microtextured polycrystals successfully captured long range strain localization behavior 

at the mesoscale [7]. Following the work of Bridier et al. [14], a mechanical effect of MTRs on the onset of 

slip activity was also observed, based on slip trace analysis [17] and simulation of the stress and strain fields 

within an anisotropic elasticity framework [18]. Elastic-visco-plastic modeling using experimentally collected 

3D microstructural data for the investigation of the mechanical effects related to the presence of MTRs has 

not been reported yet. This is of critical concern because the generation of synthetic or statistically equivalent 

microstructures, which are often based on distributions extracted from experimental data, may not 

reproduce critical features driving deformation and damage. For instance, prior simulation works 

highlighted a significant effect of grain shapes on the mechanical fields [19]. 

 Two major technical obstacles have prevented multi-scale simulations of deformation of titanium 

alloys. First, the collection and reconstruction of large mm3-scaled 3D microstructural volumes necessary 

to capture both the MTRs and an accurate description of the microscale microstructural elements, including 

the primary α grains, is a technical challenge. The recent development of 3D data collection techniques 

including mechanical serial sectioning [20], plasma focused ion beam [21], high energy X-ray diffraction 

microscopy [22] and femtosecond laser ablation [23] now permits the collection of datasets large enough 

for the analysis of the effects of MTRs on mechanical properties. The second challenge is the ability to 

simulate the deformation behavior of these large 3D datasets within a crystal plasticity framework. For 

instance, classical finite element-based crystal plasticity models, which are suitable for the grain scale 

mechanistic understanding of deformation [24–26], are limited in terms of the number of voxels. As an 

alternative, cellular automata have been successfully applied to simulate the deformation behavior of 

titanium alloys considering a large number of grains with an idealized microstructure [27]. The recent 

development of Fast-Fourier Transforms (FFT)-based crystal plasticity simulations have overcome these 
computational limitations [28,29].  

In the present article, we report an investigation of the effect of MTRs on the early slip activity 

using FFT based crystal plasticity simulations on experimental 3D microstructures gathered using TriBeam 

3D EBSD. This reconstruction technique has the advantage of capturing both the crystallographic 

orientation and the grain morphologies and arrangements in 3D for volumes consistent with the study of 

MTRs.  In this study the simulated deformation behavior was compared at the macroscale as well as at the 

grain level with experimental measurements captured using high-resolution digital image correlation 

reported in detail in a prior study on the same experimental sample [6]. Synthetic datasets with different 

degrees of microtexture were then generated to investigate the intrinsic effect of MTRs on mechanical 

properties.  

 

2. Material and experiments 

2.1 Material 

A Ti-6Al-4V alloy subjected to deformation processing and subsequent annealing in the α / β phase 

field developed a spectrum of relatively fine-scale α / β microstructures. The material used in this study was 

homogenized in the beta phase field, cooled, and then rolled into plate at a temperature just below the α / 

β transus. Subsequently, the plate was heat treated at 926°C for 4 h and cooled to room temperature at 

0.3°C/minute to homogenize the residual strain present from the hot working steps. The resulting 

microstructure possessed an average α grain size of about 10 µm and the beta phase fraction is approximately 

8%. The microstructure, the composition and the texture of the material is outlined in more detail elsewhere 
[6,7], and examined in 3D in the present study.  
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A tensile test was performed with a 10-4 s-1 strain rate in order to compare the simulations with 

experimental macroscopic mechanical response. The gage length of this specimen is 10 mm, its width is 2 
mm and its thickness is 1 mm. 

 2.2 Microstructure reconstruction 

Three-dimensional characterization was performed by TriBeam, an in-situ FIB-SEM microscope 

femtosecond laser-based mesoscale tomography technique [23]. The TriBeam tomography experiment 

performed on the Ti-6Al-4V alloy in this article involved femtosecond laser sectioning at a shallow glancing 

angle, followed by a 65 nA FIB cleaning step and collection of both secondary electron images and electron 

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) maps within each slice. An in-plane EBSD imaging resolution of 1.5 µm was 

employed, using a 4x4 binning mode on the EBSD detector. The sectioning resolution, set by stage 

movements into the laser beam, was also set at 1.5 µm, resulting in cubic voxels with a side length of 1.5 

µm. Imaging was performed using a 30 kV electron beam. The 3D reconstruction was performed using 

DREAM.3D [30]. Briefly, the reconstruction process required a registration (slice alignment step) and a 2° 

misorientation tolerance for segmentation to define the grains boundaries. Only the α phase was considered 

due to the small size and the low fraction of retained β phase at room temperature. Grain averaged Euler 
angles were used in the following. 

 

Figure 1 a. Reconstructed microstructure with inverse pole figure colors indicating the crystallographic orientation 

relative to the Z direction, and overall dataset size of 198 µm x 715.5 µm x 508.5 µm, b. Synthetically generated 

microstructure with inverse pole figure colors indicating the crystallographic orientation relative to the Z direction. The 

experimentally collected and synthetic microstructures with the same macrotexture contain different degrees of 

microtexture. 

The dimensions of the 3D gathered dataset are 198 µm x 715.5 µm x 508.5 µm. It contains about 

21 million voxels distributed over more than 57000 α grains with experimentally captured morphologies and 

crystallographic orientations. The crystal orientations relative to the Z-axis are plotted on the surface of the 

reconstructed 3D dataset in figure 1a. Several MTRs with dominant [0001], [1010] or mixed orientations 

are present. These regions run lengthwise in the Y and Z directions. The macrotexture of the dataset is 

presented in figure 2a using an orientation density function plotted on [0001] and [1010] pole figures.  
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Figure 2 Orientation density function plotted on pole figures showing similar macrotextures for the a. experimentally 

gathered 3D dataset and the b. synthetic microstructure. 

The 3D dataset was collected from the identical tensile specimen tested in a prior study [6]. In this 

previous work, the specimen was tested in tension at low strains in order to analyze the early slip activity 

using digital image correlation in the scanning electron microscope (SEM). This procedure has the advantage 

of using strain fields to validate the agreement between the experimental and simulated deformation 

behaviors. 3D information was gathered from the region below the surface where DIC strain measurements 

were collected, and showed no significant changes in the reconstructed microstructure due to the imposed 

strain. This is not surprising given that the sample was only loaded to the onset of yield, where the lattice 

rotations induced by the deformation are low [31]. 

2.3 Synthetic microstructure generation 

The effects of MTRs on the global and local behaviors were isolated by comparison with a carefully 

designed synthetic dataset. The macrotexture was kept nominally constant while MTRs were removed, in 

order to prevent any effect of the texture at the dataset scale. An approach that is outlined in more detail 

elsewhere for use with 2D data was employed [18]. It consists of reassigning the crystallographic orientation 

of a given grain in a dataset to a different random grain of the dataset. The crystalline orientation relative to 

the Z-axis is plotted on the surface of the synthetic 3D dataset in figure 1b after complete redistribution of 

the crystallographic orientations. MTRs, such as visible in figure 1a, have successfully been removed. The 

macrotexture of the synthetic dataset is presented in figure 2b using an orientation density function plotted 

on [0001] and [101�0] pole figures. The macrotexture of the experimentally gathered 3D dataset is 

preserved in the synthetic dataset, as shown in the pole figures. This synthetic dataset is used to investigate 

the deformation behavior of a microstructural region with a similar macrotexture as well as grain size and 
morphology distributions but different degrees of microtexture.  

 2.4 Simulation methods  

 The onset of slip activity was studied using FFT-based crystal plasticity simulations due to its 

calculation efficiency and its ability to operate directly on voxelized data, such as gathered by the TriBeam 

tomography approach. The FoxTrot in-house code was employed [32]. In comparison to the finite element 

method, periodic boundary conditions have to be applied and no meshing is required. The cubic voxel 

discretization leads to a poor description of the fields near the boundaries, but this study does not focus on 

the boundary effects of deformation. In the present study, the formulation of the elastic-visco-plastic model 
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is taken from [28]. This straightforward model involves a limited number of material parameters that can be 

easily identified from experiments or are reported in the literature. For more details about the model and 
the simulation procedures, the reader may refer to [28].  

Using an Euler explicit discretization scheme and Hooke’s law, the expression, in small strains, of 

the Cauchy stress tensor in material point x at � + ∆� is given by equation (1). 

	
�� = �
��: 
�
�� − ��,�
�� − �� �
�, 	�∆�� (1) 

With 	
�� the Cauchy stress tensor at point x, �
�� the elastic stiffness tensor, �
�� the total strain tensor 

and ��,�
�� the plastic strain tensor. ��  �
�� is calculated using equation (2): 
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With ��� the reference plastic shear rate, )�
� the critical resolved shear stress for slip system S and n the 

inverse of the strain rate sensitivity. For simplicity purposes, the critical resolved shear stress is assumed to 

be constant throughout the simulation. This hypothesis is consistent with the low hardening rates in titanium 

alloys [25,33]. Furthermore, previous studies reported a limited influence on the behavior at low strain values 
[7]. 

 Elastic constants have been taken from the pioneering work of Fisher and Renken on pure titanium 

[34]. Recent investigations revealed a good agreement with experimental data on Ti-7%Al [35]. Basal, 

prismatic and pyramidal slip systems are considered in the present simulations. Critical resolved shear stress 

values for basal and prismatic slip have been taken from Ti-6Al-4V with a similar α grain size [36] as it is 

known to be a significantly influential parameter [37]. The critical resolved shear stress for <c+a> pyramidal 

slip was calculated using the basal to pyramidal critical resolved shear stress ratio of 1.7 reported in [7]. The 

value of n, which is related to the strain rate sensitivity, was taken from [38,39]. A summary of the parameters 
used for the calculations and the associated values are indicated in table 1. 

Parameter C11 C12 C13 C33 C44 )�
*+�+, )�

�./�0+�/1 )�
�2.+0/3+, n ��

� 
Value 162.4 GPa 92.0 GPa 69.0 GPa 180.7 GPa 46.7 GPa 338 MPa 352 MPa 700 MPa 50 10-7 s-1 

Reference [32] [32] [32] [32] [32] [34] [34] [7] [36,37]  

Table 1 Material parameters used for the elastic-visco-plastic simulations 

 In order to reproduce the kinematic boundary conditions, an additional layer with infinite 

compliance was added on the free surface of the dataset. A displacement along the Z direction was applied 

to simulate tensile loading at a strain rate of 10-4 s-1.  

 

3. Results 

3.1 TriBeam 3D experimental microstructure 

 The engineering stress – engineering strain curve obtained from the simulated tensile loading is 

shown in figure 3 for the TriBeam-generated microstructure. The Young’s modulus is 116 GPa, which is in 

very good agreement with the experimental value reported in [6] for the same alloy with similar 

microstructure. The 0.2 % plastic strain offset is predicted to be 950 MPa. The experimentally gathered 

stress – strain curve is presented in figure 3. Very similar behaviors are obtained both in the elastic and 

plastic regimes. The 0.2 % plastic strain offset is reached at 925 MPa. The difference between the simulated 
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and the experimental values are less than 3%. A good agreement between the simulated and experimental 

responses is thus observed.  

 

Figure 3 Engineering stress –strain curves of the experimentally collected and synthetic microstructures showing the 

tensile behavior. Significant differences depending on the degree of microtexture in the tested microstructural volume 

are observed. The experimental stress – strain curve obtained at a similar strain rate is also presented and reveals a 

good agreement between simulated and experimental behaviors. 

The similarities in macroscopic responses are insufficient to demonstrate a proper reproduction of 

the grain scale deformation behavior. Therefore, experimental and simulated grain scale mechanical fields 

were compared. The strain field on the surface of the region reconstructed using 3D EBSD was 

experimentally characterized using DIC while loaded in tension. For further details, the reader is referred to 

a prior study [6]. As strain localization is not captured using classical crystal plasticity simulations, only 

locations of plastic strain hotspots were compared. The plastic strain field along the loading direction 

extracted from the crystal plasticity simulations is shown in Figure 4a at an applied stress of 822 MPa. The 

associated total strain is 0.71%. The strain field along the loading direction captured with DIC, which only 

accounts for plastic strain, is presented in figure 4b and 4c for total strains of 0.65 % and 0.71%. Plastic 

strain hotspots on the surface of the TriBeam dataset are indicated with dashed boxes and the corresponding 

locations are reported on the DIC strain field. The associated crystallographic orientation maps are shown 

in figure 4d and 4e. A careful comparison of both orientation maps reveals some differences, which result 

from difficulties in experimentally capturing the near surface microstructure in the early stages of the 

ablation process using TriBeam tomography (typically a few µm). As a consequence, a perfect 

correspondence between simulated and experimental fields is not expected. For instance, no slip activity is 

experimentally observed in the grain indicated by the green arrow in figure 4f while it is predicted by the 

simulations. In spite of these limited differences, the high strain in grains indicated by red arrows or in grain 

sets are correctly predicted with simulations. The comparison of experimentally collected and simulated 

strain fields thus reveals that the present simulations provide a very realistic mechanical response at both 
the grain and MTR scales. 
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Figure 4 a. The 4� 55 field extracted from simulations for a total strain of 0.71%, b. and c. the 455 strain fields obtained 

using high resolution digital image correlation for total strains of 0.65% and 0.71%, d. and e. crystallographic 

orientation maps along the loading direction on the surface of the Tribeam dataset and on the surface of the specimen, 

f. magnifications of the Set 1 regions shown in figure 4a. and 4b.  The strain fields along the loading direction show a 

very good agreement and reproduction of experimental fields. 

3.2 TriBeam 3D microstructure: elastic regime 

 The magnitude of 655, which denotes the ZZ component of the stress tensor, at applied stress of 

746 MPa is shown in figure 4b for the microstructure displayed on the inverse pole figure map along the 

loading axis in figure 5a. The average total stain is 6.4 x 10-3 with an average plastic strain lower than 10-5. 

Hence, this step is associated with the elastic regime. Grains with a [0001] direction (i.e. the c-axis of the 

hexagonal close packed lattice) well-aligned with the loading direction (i.e. the Z axis) display high 655 values 

as observed in Figure 5b. This observation conforms to expectations since the [0001] direction is the 

stiffest direction of the hexagonal close packed lattice. The high density of such orientations in MTRs with 

a dominant [0001] orientation lead to a high stress in these regions. 

 

Figure 5 a. Inverse pole figure map of the crystalline orientation relative to the loading direction of the surface of the 

3D TriBeam microstructure, b. the corresponding magnitude of 655 for an applied stress of 746 MPa, c. grain 

averaged magnitude of 655 plotted against the declination angle distinctly showing the average effect of elastic 

anisotropy (red line) and the effect of the surroundings (scatter around the red line). 
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 The magnitude of 655 was averaged over each grain and is plotted in figure 5c as a function of the 

declination angle which is defined as the angle between the c-axis of the hexagonal close packed lattice and 

the loading direction. On average, higher 655 stresses are observed for declination angle close to 0°. 

Inversely, grains with declination angle close to 90° display lower 655 stresses. Similarly to the evolution of 

Young’s modulus for α titanium, a progressive decrease of the average 655 stress is observed for declination 

angles from 0° to 90°. The average magnitude of 655 as a function of the declination angle, is obtained 

using equation (4).  

�
788
9����������� = : + ;
cos ?�@ + A
cos ?�B (4) 

With 655
?���������� the average of 655 for a given value of the declination angle ? and A, B and C fitting constants. 

This equation originates from the expression of the Young’s modulus as a function of the declination angle 

for a transversely isotropic elastic behavior. For further details about this equation, the reader may refer to 

[18]. The resulting curve, which reflects the average effect of the elastic anisotropy of the α phase, is plotted 

as a red line in figure 4c. On average, grains with the c-axis of the hexagonal close packed lattice closely 

aligned with the loading axis experience a higher 655 stress by about 50 MPa than grains with their c-axis 

misoriented by 90° from the loading axis. The associated order of magnitude, which is a few percent of the 

average of 655, is consistent with both the correction of elastic anisotropy applied in [36] and the good 

description of slip activation reported in previous research considering a global stress state [40,41]. The 

scatter around the average value given by equation (4) for a given θ angle indicates the effect of the 

surroundings on the stress experienced by a given α grain. The term ‘surroundings’ used throughout this 

article includes microstructural features at different length-scales such as the direct neighbors for which a 

short-range mechanical effect can be expected (typically < α grain size), but also higher length-scale 

structures that may have long range mechanical effects (typically > α grain size). The scatter for a given θ 

angle does not appear as sensitive to the declination angle and is approximately ±50 MPa. Interestingly, this 

is the same order of magnitude as the average effect of elastic anisotropy obtained using equation (4). 

3.3 TriBeam 3D microstructure: early slip activity 

 The magnitude of 655 at applied stress of 852 MPa is shown in figure 6b for the microstructure 

displayed in the inverse pole figure map in figure 6a. The average total strain is 7.5 x 10-3 with an average 

plastic strain of 2 x 10-4. This loading step is thus within the early slip activity regime.  

 

Figure 6 a. Inverse pole figure map of the crystalline orientation relative to the loading direction at the surface of the 

TriBeam 3D dataset, b. the corresponding magnitude of 655 for an applied stress of 852 MPa, c. voxels with a 

magnitude of 655 higher than 900 MPa and d. voxels with a declination angle lower than 10° (i.e. with a stiff 

orientation). The comparison of these maps highlights the effect of the MTRs on the presence and location of the 

stress hotspots. 
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 Observations of the stress field map reveal stress heterogeneities in relation to the MTRs. In the 

elastic regime high stress magnitudes are located in the MTR with a dominant [0001] orientation. Such 

behavior is expected owing to the high density of α grains with the c-axis of the hexagonal close packed 

lattice well aligned with the loading axis. In figure 6c, the voxels where 655 is lower than 900 MPa are 

hidden. This figure reveals that stress hotspots are mainly located in MTRs with a dominant [0001] 
orientation. While these MTRs contain numerous grains with good alignment between the c-axis of the 

hexagonal close packed lattice and the loading axis, grains with similar orientations can be found elsewhere 

in the volume. In order to support this statement, a threshold on the value of the declination angle was used 

in order to hide all the grains where the declination angle exceeds 10°. According to this procedure, only 

grains with a stiff orientation are kept visible on figure 6d. Grains with the c-axis of the hexagonal close 

packed lattice well aligned with the loading axis are present both inside and outside MTRs with a dominant 

[0001] orientation. The lack of stress hotspots outside of these MTRs reveals that the “grain 

neighborhood” is important to the development of hotspots and that local crystallographic orientation is 

insufficient to predict their location. MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation thus favor the presence of 

stress hotspots and are preferential locations for them. 

 

 Figure 7 a. Inverse pole figure map of the crystalline orientation relative to the loading direction of the surface 

of the 3D TriBeam microstructure, b. the corresponding magnitude of 4� 55 for an applied stress of 852 MPa (the 

insert shows the highest values on the surface of the dataset), c. voxels with a magnitude of 4� 55 higher than 10-3 and 

d. voxels with a magnitude of 4� 55 higher than 4 x 10-3. The comparison of these maps highlights an effect of MTRs 

on the presence and location of the plastic strain hotspots. 

 The ZZ component of the plastic strain tensor, which is denoted as 4� 55 in the following, at an 

applied stress of 852 MPa is plotted in figure 7b on the surface of the TriBeam 3D dataset. For convenience, 

the crystallographic orientation relative to the loading direction is reported in figure 7a. The maximum 

magnitude reached is 7.3 x 10-3. At this loading step, the plastic strain field is highly heterogeneous. This 

reveals slip activation restricted to favorable microstructural configurations. Insights into the effect of MTRs 

on the plastic strain distribution are obtained considering figure 6c where the voxels with 4� 55  lower than 

10-3 are hidden. The spatial distribution of the plastic strain at this loading step is significantly influenced by 

the presence of MTRs. In particular, MTRs with a dominant [101�0] orientation seem to resist plastic 

deformation. Such MTRs contain grains well oriented for prismatic slip, owing to a high Schmid factor for 

prismatic slip (≈ 0.42). Previous studies highlighted a higher applied stress required for the activation of 

prismatic slip than for the activation of basal slip [38]. The absence of plastic strain reveals that the stress in 

grains with a [101�0] direction well-aligned with the loading axis is insufficient to activate prismatic slip at 

the low strain values. The locations of plastic strain hotspots are represented in figure 7d, where voxels with 
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4� 55 lower than 4 x 10-3 are hidden. Interestingly, plastic strain hotspots are mostly located in MTRs with 

a dominant [0001] orientation. Again, the grains in which strain hotspots are located do not have good 

alignment between the c-axis of the hexagonal close packed lattice and the loading axis. Rather, they are 
well oriented for basal slip (i.e. very high Schmid factor for basal slip).  

 

Figure 8 a. Inverse pole figure map of the crystalline orientation relative to the loading direction of the surface of the 

experimentally collected microstructure, b. magnitude of 655 of the surface of the TriBeam 3D microstructure for an 

applied stress of 850 MPa, c. the stress magnitude as calculated using equation (4) and reflecting the average effect of 

elastic anisotropy of α titanium and d. the difference between the fields plotted in figure 7b and figure 7c depicting the 

effect of the surroundings on the stress field. 

 

Figure 9 The stress profile along the line A – A’ from Figure 8a.  High stress is observed in the MTR with a dominant 

[0001] orientation ([0001]  MTR), but also in MTRs with a dominant [101�0] orientation ([101�0] MTRs) nearby the 

interface with an [0001] MTR (indicated by green arrows). 

 The previous analysis reveals that the stress field of a given voxel is influenced by the surroundings 

at different scales. This was investigated by de-correlation of the “average” effect of elastic anisotropy 

(including an averaged, or statistical, effect the surroundings) and the effect of the microstructural 

neighborhood, which are both included in the simulated stress field. The plot of 655 presented in figure 8b, 

will be decomposed into an average effect of elastic anisotropy and the scatter related to the effect of the 
surroundings. 

Since the Young’s modulus of transversely isotropic materials can be expressed using the 

declination angle, a stress field representing the average effect of elastic anisotropy was calculated using the 

fit function presented in equation (4). The local magnitude of 655,C/�
?�, which accounts for a statistical 

effect of the elastic anisotropy instead of the real influence of the surroundings, was calculated using the 

value of the declination angle at each voxel. A linear correction was applied in order to obtain an average 
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stress of 852 MPa as opposed to 745 MPa, which corresponds to the applied stress at the step where the 

assessment of 655,C/�
?� was carried out. The resulting stress field is shown in figure 8c. Finally, the 

difference between 655, which includes the real influence of the surroundings, and 655,C/�
?�, which 

accounts for a statistical effect of the elastic anisotropy, is shown in figure 8d. The crystallographic 

orientation is given in figure 8a in order to facilitate the analysis of the relation with local crystallographic 
orientations and microtexture.  

High stress magnitudes are present near plastically deforming grains due to strain incompatibilities 

across the interfaces. This may favor long range strain localization and connectivity of the strain path across 

the microstructure. Additionally, high stress magnitudes are present in the main MTR with a dominant 

[0001] orientation, confirming the effect of microtextured regions on the location of stress hotspots which 

was previously evidenced. However, this high stress region from the [0001] MTR also extends into the 

“soft” neighboring [101�0] MTR. While early strain localization does not occur in the [101�0] MTRs, these 

high stresses could play a significant role in early crack propagation.  

This phenomenon is illustrated in the stress profile presented in figure 9 which was extracted from 

the field presented in figure 8d. Positive stress values are present in the MTR with a dominant [0001] 
orientation. Interestingly, this MTR contains a grain with a declination angle of 65°. This “soft” grain also 

experiences a high stress in spite of its singular orientation. This is expected to favor early slip activation in 

these regions. In addition, high stress values are observed in the neighboring MTRs with a dominant [101�0] 
orientation near their interface with the MTR with a dominant [0001] orientation. These features are 

indicated by green arrows in figure 9. The characteristic length of this effect is roughly 20 µm or a few α 

grain diameters. This feature suggests that the consideration of the direct neighborhood of a given grain is 
insufficient to accurately predict its stress or strain state. 

 3.4 Synthetic microstructure 

 The engineering stress - engineering strain curve obtained from the simulated 10-4 s-1 tensile test for 

the synthetic microstructure is reported in figure 3. The Young’s modulus is about 116 GPa and the 0.2 % 

proof stress is 994 MPa. Although no significant difference in the Young’s modulus exists between the 

TriBeam microstructure and the synthetic microstructure, the 0.2 % proof stress is decreased by 44 MPa 
(4.5 %) by the degree of microtexture present in the TriBeam microstructure.  

 

Figure 10 a. Inverse pole figure map of the crystalline orientations relative to the loading direction at the surface of the 

synthetic microstructure, b. the magnitude of 655 for an applied stress of 850 MPa, c. the magnitude of 4� 55 for an 

applied stress of 850 MPa (the insert shows the highest values on the surface of the dataset). More stress 

heterogeneities and higher plastic strain exist in the TriBeam 3D dataset despite a similar applied stress. 
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Maps of 655 and 4� 55 in the synthetic microstructure are presented in figure 10 b and c for an 

applied stress of 850 MPa along with the crystallographic orientations relative to the loading axis in figure 

10 a. A qualitative comparison of the fields presented in figures 6b and 7b for a similar applied stress reveals 

significant differences regarding the spatial distribution of the high and low stress magnitudes. At this 

loading step, the average total strain and the average plastic strain of the synthetic microstructure are 7.4 x 

10-3 and 1.4 x 10-4 respectively. Higher average total strain and average plastic strain values are observed in 

the TriBeam dataset. 4� 55 also locally reach higher values in the experimentally collected microstructure. 

The maximum plastic strain is 3.6 x 10-3 for the synthetic microstructure versus 7.3 x 10-3 for the TriBeam 

instantiated microstructure. These observations are in good agreement with the lower proof stress displayed 

by this microstructure. However, the stress fields in the TriBeam microstructure have both higher and lower 

magnitudes of 655 than the synthetic microstructure for a similar applied stress, showing that localization 

and heterogeneous loading are occurring.  

 

Figure 11 a. Distribution frequency of 655 for the 3D TriBeam data and the synthetic microstructure at an applied 

stress of a. 750 MPa and b. 925 MPa. The degrees of heterogeneities in the stress values are significantly increased by 

the presence of MTRs in the elastic and plastic regimes. 

Further evidence of the increased stress heterogeneities in the 3D TriBeam dataset are in the 

distribution frequency of 655, shown in figure 11, at applied stresses of 750 MPa and 925 MPa. 1.5 MPa 

bins are used for these plots. The 750 MPa and 925 MPa load steps were selected in order to show the 

deformation behavior in the elastic and early plasticity regimes. A significantly higher spread in 655 values 

is present in the experimentally collected microstructure at 750 MPa. Considering frequencies higher than 

0.2 %, the values range from 716 MPa to 805 MPa for the TriBeam microstructure versus 716 MPa to 784 

MPa for the synthetic microstructure. Two peaks are noticed for the experimentally collected dataset: 733 

MPa and 793 MPa. In contrast, only one main peak at 740 MPa is observed for the synthetic dataset. An 

inflexion in the 930 MPa range indicates that a secondary overlapping peak might be present at stress values 

around 760 MPa. These observations unambiguously reveal a higher degree of stress heterogeneities in the 

experimental TriBeam microstructure in the elastic regime, with a very similar conclusion being drawn from 

the closely matching distributions in the early plasticity regime shown in figure 11b. However, an additional 

plateau is present for both microstructures in the domain ranging from 825 MPa to 890 MPa. A comparison 

of the spatial location of these voxels and the location of voxels associated with significant plastic strain 

indicates that these low magnitudes are plastically deforming grains. This is an evidence of load shedding 

from soft grains on to hard grains due to the heterogeneous plastic deformation. The previous analysis 

reveals an increased degree of stress heterogeneity which is promoted by the presence of MTRs in both the 

elastic and plastic regimes. In order to confirm the role of these heterogeneities on the early slip activity and 
the yield behavior, the crystallographic orientation of the participating grains is investigated. 
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Figure 12 a. Grain averaged 655 plotted as a function of the declination angle for the experimentally collected and the 

synthetic microstructures at an applied stress of 750 MPa, b. grain averaged 655 plotted as a function of the 

declination angle for the 3D TriBeam and the synthetic microstructures at an applied stress of 925 MPa, c. Grain 

averaged 4� 55 plotted as a function of the declination angle for the 3D TriBeam and the synthetic microstructures at 

an applied stress of 925 MPa and d. Crystallographic orientation relative to the loading axis of grains with an average 

magnitude of 4� 55 higher than 10-3 are plotted on inverse pole figures. These plots reveal a higher degree of stress and 

plastic strain heterogeneities at a similar applied stress for the microstructure containing MTRs, and a larger 

orientation domain with slip activity in the experimentally collected microstructure. 

 Figure 12a. reports the magnitude of 655 averaged over each grain as a function of the declination 

angle (the angle between the c-axis of the hexagonal close packed lattice and the loading direction - see 

figure 4) at an applied stress about 750 MPa for the experimentally collected and synthetic microstructures. 

Qualitative observations of the average behavior reveal a similar evolution of the stress value with respect 

to the declination angle. The main noticeable feature is the increased spread in the values for a given 

declination angle. While they spread over a 50 MPa range for the synthetic microstructure, a spread over 75 

MPa is observed for the 3D TriBeam microstructure. Similar to the deformation behavior of the 

experimentally collected microstructure in the elastic regime, the scatter in declination angle reflects the 

effect of the surrounding microstructure. Hence, the presence of MTRs favors stress heterogeneities for all 
grain orientations, including those with early slip activation. 

 A similar analysis was carried out at an applied stress of 925 MPa. The magnitude of 655 averaged 

over each grain is shown as a function of the declination angle in figure 12b. The magnitude of the scatter 

is higher for the 3D TriBeam microstructure than for the synthetic microstructure for any value of the 

declination angle, as observed in the elastic regime. Also, the evolution of the stress magnitude with respect 

to the declination angle differs significantly from the one in the elastic regime. A major drop in the stress 

values is observed for angles around 45° and a minor drop for angles around 90°. These angles correspond 

to the crystallographic orientations with basal and prismatic Schmid factors of 0.5. Slip activation and the 

resulting plastic strain induce a local stress relaxation that leads to the observed stress drop. This is 

confirmed by the plot of the magnitude of 4� 55 averaged over each grain as a function of the declination 

angle shown in figure 12c. The stress drops, and their intensities, seem tightly related to the magnitude of 

the plastic strain. Two peaks are noticed: a major peak for a declination angle about 45° and a minor peak 

for a declination angle about 90°. Since the 45° peak is associated with basal slip and the 90° peak is 

associated with prismatic slip, then it reveals that a higher plastic strain is experienced by grains where basal 

slip operates, at least in the early stages of deformation. A similar feature was recently reported from 

experimental characterizations [30]. Regarding the effect of MTRs, the magnitudes of the peaks for the 

experimentally collected microstructure are higher than the magnitudes of the peaks for the synthetic 

microstructure. While the plastic strain in grains deforming by basal slip reaches 1.4 x 10-2 in the 3D TriBeam 

microstructure, the plastic strain remains below 4 x 10-3 for the synthetic microstructure. Grains deforming 

by prismatic slip reach 1 x 10-2 plastic strain in the 3D TriBeam microstructure versus 3 x 10-3 in the synthetic 

microstructure. Therefore, the presence of MTRs favors stress heterogeneities in the elastic regime, however 

also allow higher plastic strain magnitudes in the plastic regime. 

Grains where slip is active were identified using a criterion based on an average plastic strain 

magnitude higher than 10-3. The crystallographic orientations of these grains are plotted with respect to the 
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loading axis on an inverse pole figure in figure 12d. For both 3D datasets, two distinct orientation domains 

are associated with slip activity. Considering the Schmid factor iso-contours reported in [40], these regions 

match with orientation domains associated with high Schmid factors for basal and prismatic slip systems. 

This finding unambiguously confirms the previous analysis associating the 45° peaks with basal slip and the 

90° peaks with prismatic slip. Another interesting feature is the size of these orientation domains, which 

depends on the degree of microtexture. The larger orientation domains associated with enhanced plastic 

strain are more frequent in the TriBeam microstructure than in the synthetic microstructure. Hence, the 

differences in plastic strain magnitudes previously noticed also depend on the size of the orientation 

domains associated with plastic deformation. 

 

4 Discussion 

 The TriBeam tomography technique was employed to collect and reconstruct a sufficiently large 

volume of Ti-6Al-4V microstructural information containing several MTRs, while maintaining µm-scaled 

resolution to capture the α grain sizes, morphologies and orientations. These features are critical to properly 

reproduce the experimental behavior. The behavior in the early stages of deformation was simulated using 

a crystal plasticity framework. For comparison purposes, a tensile test was performed and 3D TriBeam data 

was collected from below the surface where surface strain measurements were made with SEM DIC in a 

previous study [6]. The comparison of simulated and experimental strain behaviors revealed a realistic 

reproduction of deformation at the grain and aggregate scales. This agreement may deteriorate at higher 

strains owing to the increasing importance of slip transfer, which is not properly accounted for in standard 

simulations of polycrystals [42]. Its contribution is not expected to be important for small strain, such as 

investigated in this work which mainly focuses on how elastic and plastic anisotropies influence the very 

onset of slip activity. However, a recent study suggested that a crystal plasticity formulation with dislocation 

densities as internal variables, which is slightly different from the one presently employed, seems to be able 
to capture both overall stress response and local plastic strain development [43].  

 The analysis of the stress and plastic strain fields in the TriBeam microstructure in the elastic and 

plastic regimes revealed heterogeneities in the local mechanical response with the presence of MTRs. In 

particular, MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation along the loading direction have an influence on the 

stress and plastic strain fields. Both stress and plastic strain concentrations are located in MTRs with a 

dominant [0001] orientation. Early onset of slip activity was observed in the MTRs with a dominant 

[0001] orientation [6,17]. This feature was assumed to stem from the elastic anisotropy of α titanium. 

[14,17], which is confirmed with the present simulations. High stress magnitudes are developed in MTRs 

with a dominant [0001] orientation, which triggers local slip activity prior to slip outside the [0001] MTRs. 

Importantly, the grains associated with the early slip activity do not possess a [0001] orientation and also 

have a high Schmid factor for basal slip. This observation demonstrates that MTRs with a dominant [0001] 
orientation cannot be considered as a single effective structural unit since properties of grains oriented with 

their c-axis aligned with the loading axis and oriented for an easy basal slip are both involved in the local 
deformation behavior. 

The present observations are of critical importance for understanding fatigue properties and dwell-

fatigue crack initiation, which are inherently associated with slip localization. Prior studies highlighted fatal 

fatigue crack initiation in α grains within MTRs with operating basal slip [13–16]. Based on comparisons 

between experiments and crystal plasticity simulations, the accumulated slip on the primary system seems 

critical for the initiation of transgranular microcracks [44,45]. The monotonic tension simulations performed 

in this study support the presence of strain hotspots located in MTRs with an overall dominant [0001] 
orientation. Specific configurations composed of a soft grain, well-oriented for <a> slip, and a hard grain, 

poorly-oriented for <a> slip have been reported as critical microstructural arrangement for dwell-fatigue 

crack initiation [46,47]. The underlying process of crack initiation involves a large amount of plastic strain 

in the soft grain that induces load shedding into the hard grain where the high stress that cannot be 
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accommodated by <a> slip eventually leading to quasi-cleavage facet formation. Both of these requirements 

are met in the MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation, thus explaining the preferential occurrence of 

fatigue and dwell-fatigue crack initiation in these regions [13–16]. However, more than two grains might 

have to be considered to identify the fatal crack initiation site. The present simulations show that the 3D 

neighborhood has a significant effect on the presence of plastic strain hotspots. This is illustrated in figure 

13 where two grains with similar orientations and different direct neighborhoods exhibit very different 

plastic strain levels. The highly strained grain seems surrounded by hard gains while no such grain is found 

around the grain with a lower plastic strain level. Further work is on-going to statistically analyze the 
influence of the direct neighborhood on the stress and strain hotspots. 

 

Figure 13 Two grains with similar orientations but highly different plastic strain levels (opaque colors) and their direct 

neighborhoods (transparent colors) are shown with colors indicating the crystallographic orientation relative to the 

loading direction. Crystallographic orientations relative to the loading direction are also plotted on inverse pole figures. 

They reveal that different strain levels are associated with neighbors exhibiting significantly different orientations. 

Several researchers reported preferential crack initiation at the interface between “hard” and “soft” 

MTRs under cyclic loadings [48,49]. It is also interesting to notice that the long bands of strain localization 

and slip in the [101�0] MTRs in [6] initiate at the interface with a [0001] MTR. The present simulations 

reveal that high stress values are observed in MTRs with a dominant [101�0] orientation near their interface 

with MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation. An early onset of slip activity is thus expected in these 

regions, which could be preferential locations for early crack nucleation. Both scenarios (i.e. crack initiation 

in MTRs or at the interface between MTRs) reveal that the location of crack initiation is highly influenced 

by stress and strain heterogeneities at the MTR scale. The competition between both types of locations is 

likely to depend on the size, shape and intensity of MTRs. More work is required in this direction for a more 

predictive understanding. However, while the main detrimental effect of MTRs is assigned to a minimal 

resistance to crack growth in such regions [11,12], the present results also suggest an early crack initiation 
induced by mechanical interactions due to their presence. 

 The complex mechanical behavior induced by the presence of MTRs was evidenced in this work 

through non-local mechanical effects. The mechanical state and behavior at a given point or in a given grain 

cannot be properly predicted based on the local properties or even those of its direct neighbors. Another 

striking aspect of the mechanical complexity of multi-scale microstructures is apparent in the comparison 

of the deformation behavior of microstructures with varying degrees of microtexture. In spite of the similar 

macrotexture, different deformation behaviors were observed for the experimentally collected and synthetic 

microstructures. Although the macroscopic elastic behavior was not significantly influenced by the degree 

of microtexture, the yield stress was decreased with MTRs, likely due to the heterogeneous character of the 

stress field. These heterogeneities, which impact all orientations, induce an early onset of slip activity as well 

as higher plastic strain magnitudes. Two major conclusions ensue from these results. The first regarding 
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simulation approaches; the spatial distribution of crystallographic orientations has to be considered in order 

to accurately simulate and reproduce the behavior of alloys and their microstructures. The present results 

demonstrate that a similar macrotexture is insufficient. Second, the tensile yield strength and fatigue 

properties of α/β titanium alloys could be improved through a careful control of processing conditions in 

order to reduce the degree of microtexture in industrial components. Although this idea is well established 

for dwell-fatigue, the present investigation demonstrates that the individual contributions of microtexture 
and macrotexture are important to a broader set of mechanical properties [50–52]. 

 

5 Conclusion 

 The present study reports numerical simulations on a 3D volume of Ti-6Al-4V microstructure 

containing more than 57000 α grains acquired by TriBeam tomography. The TriBeam captured both 

crystallographic orientations and grain morphologies over a large 3D volume of 198 µm x 715.5 µm x 508.5 

µm that includes several MTRs. This is particularly important, as the mechanical response is sensitive to the 

grain morphologies and to the spatial distribution of orientations, as demonstrated in the present study. In 

order to unravel the effect of these MTRs on mechanical properties, a synthetic microstructure with a similar 

macrotexture but a different degree of microtexture was designed. Numerical simulation of the deformation 

behavior in the elastic and early stages of plastic deformation using crystal plasticity simulations based on 
fast-Fourier transforms provided the following findings: 

- Examination of experimentally captured and simulated slip activities revealed a proper prediction 

of incipient slip locations at the MTR and grain scales, which demonstrates a realistic simulation of 

the onset of plastic deformation. 

- MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation form both stress and plastic strain hotspots that play a 

critical role in the fatigue and dwell fatigue behavior of these materials.    

- Early slip activity occurs within [0001] microtextured regions in locally misoriented α grains that 

have a high Schmid factor for basal slip. 

- High stresses are found in MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation but also in MTRs with a 

dominant [101�0] orientation, near their interface with MTRs with a dominant [0001] orientation. 

This observation provides a mechanistic explanation for the initiation of cracks at the interface 

between such MTRs. 

- In spite of a similar global texture, the degree of microtexture has a significant effect on the tensile 

behavior, and in particular on the yield strength. This result is explained by the MTR-induced 

heterogeneity of the stress field in the elastic regime, which favors an early onset of plastic slip, and 

then leads to higher plastic strain magnitudes for microstructures containing MTRs. 

- The above-mentioned effects stem from complex mechanical interactions at different length-scales 

induced by the elastic and plastic anisotropies of α titanium. In particular, it reveals that the spatial 

distribution of crystallographic orientations has to be considered in order to accurately simulate and 

reproduce the behavior of alloys and their microstructures. 
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